MPmail Avanan
Anti-Phishing & Malware Protection
Anti-phishing and advanced malware protection for
Microsoft 365 email, OneDrive and SharePoint, Teams
and other collaboration apps.

TOTA L PRO T ECTION FOR ALL YOUR COL L ABO RATIO N TO O L S

Catch the sophisticated attacks that default and advanced security tools miss, while adding
an invisible layer of security for cloud-based collaboration suites. A multi-layer,
artificially intelligent solution that deploys in minutes and scales across enterprise
architectures to prevent the attacks that bypass conventional security solutions.

TO AS S I S T BU S INES S ES THA T RELY
ON EFF I C I E N T CLOU D COLLA BORATIO N :

MPmail Avanan
Key Benefits:
✔✔ Industry leading anti-phishing

technology
✔✔ Zero-day malware &

ransomware protection
✔✔ Protects against Account

Takeover/ Insider Threats
✔✔ Data Leak Protection with context

sensitive, policy work flows
✔✔ Automatic encryption of sensitive

files without any new infrastructure
✔✔ Total protection of Microsoft 365 and

other collaboration suites.

"26% of organizations
felt that improving data
security with DLP is the
most important thing
they could do
in 2019 "*

Introduction to MPmail and MPmail
Avanan

Targeted phishing attacks require
targeted solutions

Manage Protect offers advanced
solutions to assist businesses that rely on
efficient email communications.
Eliminating email threats that sap
productivity, increase storage, bandwidth
and administrative costs and put their
networks, and in turn their business, at
risk. MPmail and MPmail Avanan were
developed to meet the unique needs of
businesses looking for an affordable,
effective and easy to use email security
solution with automatic updates that
protect against the latest threats.

MPmail Avanan uses machine-learning
models trained on attacks that get past
Office 365, analysing over 300 indicators
per message. SaaS integration provides
role-based models and tight mailbox
control to catch what external email
gateways cannot. With the most advanced
sandboxing and active content analysis in
the industry. Quarantine threats before
your users download them.

Data Loss Prevention

• Prevent accidental shares
Avanan uses cloud- native controls
to enforce granular share policies
for individual files or folders based
upon its contents and context. Files
can be deleted, quarantined, or
encrypted before they become
security incidents.

MPmail Avanan offers a structured Data
Loss Prevention (DLP) approach, all in the
cloud, activating in only one click. Avanan
is the only data classification solution that
applies the same policy rules across your
cloud that you already use for your
network and desktops.
• Identify confidential files
MPmail Avanan leverages the industry's
most advanced tools to identify and
mark files containing confidential,
financial,and personally identifiable
information, including: credit card
numbers, and bank routing numbers.

• Multi-layered protection
Business-grade email spam and
virus protection. Multi-layered
strategy successfully keeps out 99%
of harmful messages.

* "Voice of the Enterprise: Information Security,Budgets & Outlook - Quarterly Advisory Report," 451Research. (May 3, 2019).

More than just Email

Total protection for Microsoft
Teams

The future of work has changed.
Collaboration platforms are no longer just
nice to have - they are critical to
information sharing for most
organisations today.

As more organisations move to
Microsoft Teams (daily active users 70
million) so are hackers.

MPmail Avanan’s technology is focused on
Microsoft 365, however it's not limited
purely to mailboxes. The modern SMB
works together in the cloud. MPmail
Avanan can search, manage and protect
messages in MS teams, OneDrive,
SharePoint Dropbox and many other
platforms.

Manage data leakage,
malware, and account
takeover via a single
threat intelligence
interface

With the power of Avanan, Manage
Protect is the first and only security
vendor to provide malware, phishing and
data leak protection for Teams.
Built for easy collaboration, Teams can
be used just as easily to send malicious
files and confidential information to the
wrong people. MPmail Avanan records
all events, workflows, and end-user
activities. The system automatically
copies logs of downloads, logins, file
shares, bot actions, integrations,
channel creations, domain changes, and
more.

Security Features
• Every file sandboxed before
downloading
• Quarantines the file,
performs threat extraction
and alerts user
• DLP security tools detect
leaks of PCI, HIPAA, FERPA,
PII, and other sensitive
information
• Sophisticated, policy-based
management
• Identifies risky cloud services
connected to your approved
SaaS accounts

About Manage Protect
Manage Protect is an Australian business
committed to making email and the Internet a
secure, safe, compliant and productive environment
for businesses, through our network of trained and
certified Partners across Australia & New Zealand.
Our suite of cloud-based
managed services delivers true
business grade, best-of-breed
solutions focused on making
business use of the internet
(email, web and messaging)
simple, secure and reliable.
Manage Protect enriches our
clients’ experience of email and
the internet, while providing risk
mitigation and policy enforcement
for CEOs and CIOs.

As part of Manage Protect’s
dedication to providing the highest
quality service, we proudly offer
continued training to each of our
partners, a dedicated portal where
partners can access detailed
information about each product
24/7 and the ability to receive
first-hand experience using each
of our products in your business
for free or at a reduced price.

Email: info@manageprotect.com
Phone: 1300 657 500 (AU)
SYDNEY
405/55 Holt Street
Surry Hills Sydney 2010

| 0800 141 481 (NZ)
MELBOURNE
231 Chapel Street
Melbourne VIC 3181

Organisations no longer need
to purchase, deploy and manage
countless point products. Simply
define our corporate security,
control and compliance policies
and then focus on other core
areas of your business with the
peace of mind that the Internet,
email and messaging services
are fully “Managed” and
“Protected”.

